Ivar Asplund learned how to work cabling from his
grandmother and was smitten right away—such
marvelously intricate designs, and yet at their heart the
underlying principles were so simple. A few stitches
trading places here and there, and suddenly flowing
braids, interwoven figures of eight, or classic x-and-o
patterns came to life before his eyes.
In this compelling collection, Asplund invites
knitters to join him in exploring the possibilities,
combining his grandmother’s well-loved lessons in
classic and time-tested cable knitting techniques with
the elegant simplicity of contemporary Scandinavian
design. You’ll find over 20 projects, ranging from
sweaters, cardigans, and ponchos to scarves, wrist
warmers, and hats—for children and adults—that offer
an attractive balance of historic and modern elements,
as well as superior fit. Step-by-step pattern instructions
guide novice cablers through straightforward reversible
projects and eye-catching cable repeats; veterans can
test their skills on larger, more complex garments with
multiple cable panels; and a tutorial section explains the
fundamentals of working and combining cables in any
design to achieve a variety of striking effects.
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Beauty and Ingenuity in Over 20 Unique Patterns

ASPLUND

IVAR ASPLUND is a skilled knitting instructor and workshop
leader, in addition to working in a yarn store. He’s loved
handcrafting and clothing design as long as he can remember; he
learned how to knit when he was five years old, and completed
his first knitted garment in middle school— $24.95 USD
ISBN: 9781570769290
without a pattern.
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S U P E R W R I S T WA R M E R S
SKILL LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

YAKU (100% MERINO WOOL, 219

OF 5 DPN; CABLE NEEDLE

SIZE ONE SIZE (LENGTH AS DESIRED)

YD/200 M / 50 G)

GAUGE

MATERIALS

YARN AMOUNT AND COLOR:

28 STS IN ST ST = 4 IN / 10 CM.

YARN:

50 G COLOR 1011 ASH GRAY

ADJUST NEEDLE SIZE TO OBTAIN COR-

CYCA #1 (FINGERING) CAMAROSE

NEEDLES U.S. SIZE 1.5 / 2.5 MM: SET

RECT GAUGE IF NECESSARY.

was designed as a decorative way to make the knitting
easier. On alternating rounds, you work knit over knit and purl over purl and,
on the remaining rounds, cross the cables on every third column.
Because the crossings follow each other, I call these wrist warmers Super.
(The original Swedish name for this pattern was Kanon—“canon”—which in this
case has nothing to do with weapons. In Swedish, this means something especially good, and in this case, something good both to knit and to wear.) The
same pattern, with its lovely ribbed effect, would be equally effective as cuffs
for mittens or socks.
The elasticity of the patterning also means that these wrist warmers will fit a
variety of wrist sizes. The photo on the facing page to the right clearly shows
how the design looks when stretched around the wrist.

THE SPIRAL EFFECT
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S U P E R W R I S T WA R M E R S
With dpn, CO 72 sts. Divide sts onto 4 dpn with 18 sts
per needle. Join, being careful not to twist cast-on row;
pm for beginning of rnd.
Work the first two rounds following Chart A (see
Symbols Key on page 157) and then repeat Rows 3-8
of chart seven times or to desired length. BO in pattern;
cut yarn.
Work the second cuff mirror-image following Chart
B—or make it exactly as for the first cuff, if you prefer.

CHART A: LEFT CUFF

Finishing: Weave in all ends neatly on WS. Hand wash
gently in lukewarm water and wool-safe soap.

CHART B: RIGHT CUFF

IF YOU TURN THE CUFFS INSIDE OUT, YOU CAN SEE THE RIBBING CLEARLY
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